- To be filled out by the faculty nominee -

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
BIOGRAPHY FORM FOR LAS COMMITTEE AND UIC SENATE NOMINEES

(Please type. This form may be duplicated if additional copies are needed.)

Nominee for:

LAS Committee(s):  ___ Educational Policy  ___ Executive  ____ Elections

Senator:  ___ Humanities  ____ Natural Sciences  ____ Social Sciences  ____ Interdisciplinary

NAME:  Mimi Dai

RANK:  Assistant Professor

HOME UNIT and APPOINTMENT PERCENTAGE:

Math Department 100%

OTHER DEPARTMENTAL APPOINTMENT and PERCENTAGE:

N/A

YEARS AT UIC:  5

RECENT COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE:

Department Colloquium Committee Chair

Analysis and Applied Math Seminar Committee

SCHOLARLY SPECIALTY OR OTHER INFORMATION THE NOMINEE WISHES TO INCLUDE:

I am willing to serve if elected [Signature]

Please return to Edward Drogos at edrogo2@uic.edu by **Wednesday, January 31, 2018.**

University of Illinois at Chicago
601 S. Morgan St., 409 UH (MC 228)
Chicago, IL 60607

Phone (312) 413-2500
Fax (312) 413-2511
Web las.uic.edu